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This U.K. based data centre provides  
mission-critical storage solutions for a wide 
range of global businesses. To maximise up-
time, back-up power supplies must reliably 
supply loads when utility disruption occurs.

Problem 
Failure of back-up power systems would  
result in loss of data, and diminished  
confidence in the facility. It would also  
jeopardize future investment in the facility. 
The customer needed a means of testing HV 
back-up power supplies to ensure reliable 
and consistent power for this mission-critical 
data centre.

• Avtron designed and constructed an entirely new type of load bank to suit unique end-user requirements.

• Avtron integrated an HV transformer and a combined resistive/inductive load bank in a single  
 ISO 20-foot containerised enclosure.

• Up to 2750kVA @ 0.8pf, 11kV, 50Hz load test capacity.

• Internal cabling between transformer and load bank improves setup speed, testing logistics and safety.

• Two SIGMA control modules enable load bank control and monitoring for Low and High Voltage.

• Integrated SIGMA Instrumentation System (SIS) for HV control and monitoring.

Situation
This U.K. data centre uses multiple high voltage (HV) diesel generating sets to provide standby power. The capacity of 
the largest gen-set is 2750kVA @ 11kv, 0.8pf. A load bank of the same capacity was specified.

Testing using load banks is a critical part of the data centre’s monthly maintenance schedule, which regularly tests its 
diesel gen-sets performance. Both resistive and inductive load are applied at 0.8 lagging power factor to accurately 
simulate typical ‘real life’ working conditions. Precise high voltage instrumentation is key in providing the operator with 
tools that meet the test requirements.

Every month, each of the data centre’s gen-sets is automatically load tested in accordance with ISO8528, part 5, G3 
standard. G3 is the most stringent ISO8528 standard and is often used in mission critical facilities. The load bank  
control system verifies whether the gen-set meets criteria for Voltage and frequency rise, dip, steady state operation 
and recovery time. The system produces test reports to document the gen-sets performance during each test and 
build a database.
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In the past, the data centre had rented Avtron 8300 
load banks with external transformers to complete 
the required testing. However, the customer sought to 
invest in a similar but permanent solution. This would 
allow the customer to reduce rental costs, simplify 
logistics while allowing quicker utilisation, better  
security, and increased safety. To meet these  
demands, the load bank and transformer was  
specified to be contained in a single ISO unit, while  
still providing the same control and instrumentation  
as the prior rental solution.

Solution 
To meet this customer’s needs, Avtron designed the 
entirely new 8800 Load Bank. It is the first Avtron 
load bank to integrate an HV transformer and LV load bank into a single transportable containerized enclosure. The 
engineering team used the modular design of the existing 8400 20 foot load bank to configure the equipment, which 
provides the required test capacity of 2750 kVA @ 11kV.

The transformer was installed at one end of the enclosure and the low voltage load bank system was installed at the 
other. This optimised weight distribution to ease handling and transport.

The load bank and transformer are permanently connected within the enclosure reducing external cabling set-up, 
lessening the chance of cable damage and increasing safety.

Control is provided by best-in-class Avtron SIGMA system with in-depth reporting and automatic testing to ISO8528 
standards. The test report formats match the prior rental solution documents to ensure consistency. Integrated HV 
monitoring controls eliminate the need for external HV instrumentation.
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Outcome
Load testing is performed on a monthly basis or whenever specified. The site manager has piece of mind that if the 
mains power fails, the back-up supplies will perform as required.

The site manager is pleased that the Avtron 8800 load bank has consistently and reliably verified the HV output of the 
data centre’s gen-sets. “Avtron created a brand new product to meet all of our requirements. It achieved all our test 
requirements, reduced rental costs and logistics. It is a fully integrated part of our monthly test regime”.

Avtron prides itself in adapting to unique customer load test requirements. We provide custom solutions for a wide 
range of applications to ensure load testing is performed to desired specifications.
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